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Fe3O4 is a mixed-valence strongly correlated transition metal oxide which displays the intriguing
metal to insulator Verwey transition. Here we investigate the electronic and magnetic structure of
Fe3O4 by a unique combination of high resolution Fe 2p3d resonant inelastic scattering magnetic
circular (RIXS-MCD) and magnetic linear (RIXS-MLD) dichroism. We show that by coupling the
site selectivity of RIXS with the magnetic selectivity imposed by the incident polarization handed-
ness, we can unambiguously identify spin-flip excitations and quantify the exchange interaction of
the different sublattices. Furthermore, our RIXS-MLD measurements show spin-orbital excitations
that exhibit strong polarization and magnetic field dependence. Guided by theoretical simulations,
we reveal that the angular dependence arises from a strong interplay between trigonal crystal-field,
magnetic exchange and spin-orbit interaction at the nominal Fe2+ sites. Our results highlight the
capabilities of RIXS magnetic dichroism studies to investigate the ground state of complex systems
where in-equivalent sites and bonds are simultaneously present.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite decades of research on magnetite (Fe3O4), the
first magnetic material known to man, numerous aspects
of its physics remain unsolved. In particular, the origin of
the metal to insulator transition (the Verwey transition
at TV ∼ 125 K) which results in a decrease of the elec-
trical conductivity by two orders of magnitude is vastly
debated. This drastic switch of conductivity was found
to occur in the picosecond timescale1,2. The ground state
of Fe3O4 consequently poses interesting options for de-
signing fast electronics.
Above TV , Fe3O4 has a cubic inverse spinel crystal
structure containing two different iron sites. Fe3+ ions re-
side in tetrahedral (Td) coordinated interstices (referred
to as A sites) while both Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions are in oc-
tahedral (Oh) coordinated interstices (referred to as B
sites). Verwey proposed that at TV an order to disor-
der transition takes place where the low temperature or-
dering of Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions at the B sites melt per-
mitting relatively easy valencey exchange by means of
fast electron hopping3. Ever since this formulation, ex-
tensive efforts were exerted to find evidence of the pro-
posed charge ordering (and later on, orbital ordering)
and the accompanying distortion at the low temperature
phase4–15. Unfortunately, no consensus has been made
regarding the charge or orbital ordering in the low tem-
perature phase16,17.
A key aspect to understand the physics of the Verwey
transition and the complex interplay of various degrees
of freedom in the low temperature phase is the deter-
mination of the ground state of the high temperature
phase. Resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) at
the L-edges of transition metals (2p → 3d excitations)
is a powerful tool sensitive to charge, orbital, spin and
lattice degrees of freedom18–20. The chemical selectivity
provided on resonance enables RIXS to probe indepen-
dently the electronic properties stemming from different
sites in a mixed-valence system. RIXS measurements
performed using a specific incident X-ray polarization
strongly restrict the accessible excited and final states
providing additional discrimination power. The differ-
ence between the RIXS cross-section measured with cir-
cular left and right polarized incident X-rays on a mag-
netic sample (RIXS-MCD) provides information about
the magnetic properties of the absorbing species21. A
detailed study of the RIXS cross-section as a function of
the angle of the incident linearly polarized X-rays (RIXS-
MLD) probes sensitively the interplay between local dis-
tortion, spin-orbit and exchange interaction.
In this work, we employed a combination of high res-
olution Fe 2p3d RIXS-MCD and RIXS-MLD in a Fe3O4
single crystal to probe low energy spin and spin-orbital
excitations associated with the different Fe sites. We
identified spin-flip excitations at the A and B sublattices
by harnessing the magnetic contrast offered by RIXS-
MCD and quantified the effective exchange interaction
respectively. We determined the local site distortion
at the Fe2+ sites by a detailed study of the the RIXS-
MLD angular dependence of the spin-orbital excitations.
Through these unique set of experiments, we construct
a comprehensive picture regarding the ground state of
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2Fe in Fe3O4 above the Verwey transition which has been
long disputed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
We studied a high quality (001) Fe3O4 single crystal
grown at the Max-Planck Institute for chemical physics
of solids. The stoichiometry of the single crystal was
examined by performing temperature-dependent mag-
netic measurements. A sharp transition was observed at
125 K as expected for a highly stochiometric sample22.
The crystallinity and homogeneity of the sample was
assessed by measuring the Darwin width of the (008)
reflection across the sample at beamline ID28 of the
European synchrotron radiation facility22. In order to
clean and remove damaged surface layers, we exposed
the surface to boiling concentrated HCl for ∼ 30 s before
the measurement.
Fe L-edge X-ray absorption (XAS) and resonant
inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) measurements were
carried out at the ADRESS beamline of the Swiss Light
Source at the Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland23.
The high-brilliance X-ray beam was monochromatized
using a plane grating with a constant groove density of
800 mm−1 and focused down to a spot of ≤ 4µm× 55µm
size at the sample position using an elliptical refocusing
mirror. All measurements were performed at normal
incidence, i.e. with the incoming beam impinging at
an angle of 90◦ with respect to the sample surface.
The scattering angle was set to 2θ = 130◦ to minimize
the elastic scattering angular dependence. The energy
analysis of the emitted radiation was performed using
a variable-line-spacing (VLS) spherical grating, with
an average groove density of 1500 mm−1, dispersing
the emitted radiation onto a high-resolution CCD cam-
era. The combined energy resolution was ∼ 76.2 meV
full width half maximum (FWHM), determined by
collecting the elastic scattering from a carbon tape
reference22. The radiation source is a fixed-gap Apple-II
type undulator24, producing left and right circular
polarized light as well as linear polarized light. The
angular direction of the linear polarization can be varied
continuously, from horizontal to vertical with respect to
the scattering plane. The X-ray absorption spectra were
recorded in total electron yield mode.
A permanent gold coated NdFeB magnet with a
magnetic flux density on the surface of 0.4 T was used to
saturate the magnetization22. The magnet was placed in
two configurations for the measurements: (i) Magnetic
circular dichroism configuration where the external
magnetic field was aligned parallel to the incident wave
vector (k̂in) (i.e. in the scattering plane) which corre-
sponds to the [001] crystallographic direction (Fig. 1a)
and (ii) Magnetic linear dichroism configuration where
the external magnetic field was aligned perpendicular to
k̂in (i.e. out of the scattering plane) which corresponds
to the [1/2,
√
3/2, 0] crystallographic direction (Fig. 1b).
This low symmetry direction was chosen to investigate
magneto-crystalline anisotropy at the Fe sites of Fe3O4.
All measurements were performed at fixed temperature
of 170 K (i.e. above the Verwey transition in the cubic
phase). To avoid any radiation damage effects, we
moved to a fresh spot on the sample every 10 min.
During this time period no signs of radiation damage
were detected22.
FIG. 1. Experimental setup. (a) Magnetic circular dichro-
ism configuration (MCD). Here the external magnetic field
is aligned parallel to the incident wave vector (k̂in) which
corresponds to the [001] crystallographic direction. (b) Mag-
netic linear dichroism configuration (MLD) where the exter-
nal magnetic field is aligned perpendicular to k̂in which cor-
responds to the [1/2,
√
3/2, 0] crystallographic direction. The
axes system in the bottom shows the orientation of the crystal
for both configurations.
III. CALCULATION DETAILS
We used the quantum many-body program
Quanty25–27 to simulate Fe 2p3d RIXS magnetic
circular and linear dichroism in Fe3O4. Three indepen-
dent cluster calculations were performed to account for
the nominal Fe2+ in nearly octahedral symmetry (Oh),
Fe3+ in Oh symmetry and Fe
3+ in tetrahedral symmetry
(Td). The Hamiltonian used for the calculations consists
of the following terms: (i) Coulomb interaction, (ii)
crystal field potential, (iii) spin-orbit coupling and
(iv) magnetic exchange interaction. The d − d (p − d)
multipole part of the Coulomb interaction was scaled
to 70% (80 %) of the Hartree-Fock values of the Slater
integral.
We investigated two possible distortion scenarios at
the Fe2+ sites, namely: tetragonal (D4h) and trigonal
(D3d) local distortions. Tetragonal distrotion arising
from trimeron correlations was simulated by summing
up the contributions of three tetragonally distorted
Fe2+ clusters along the cubic â, b̂ and ĉ axes weighted
by the ratio 5:5:6 as reported by X-ray diffraction
refinement results11. We simulated trigonal distortion
at the Fe2+ sites by summing up the contributions of
four trigonally distorted clusters along the [111], [111],
[111] and [111] cubic directions28. This preserves the
3global cubic symmetry of Fe3O4. The main parameters
used for the calculations are reported in Table I and
further information is provided in the Supplementary
Materials22. The general parameters used for the
simulations are in agreement with previous studies of
Fe3O4 L2,3 edges
29–33.
We aligned the incident energy of the calculation
by fitting the experimental XMCD signal22. The
relative shift between Fe3+ and Fe2+ B-sites was found
to be 0.7 eV in agreement with previous elaborate
investigations33. This value is smaller than the expected
chemical shift between Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions in a pure-
valence system. This observation is also confirmed by
X-ray diffraction measurements where the average bond
lengths for both the Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions were found to
be very similar11.
Parameter (eV) Fe2+B Fe
3+
B Fe
3+
A
10Dq (Oh) 1.20 1.20 -0.77
Ds (D4h) -0.067 0 0
Dσ (D3d) 0.067 0 0
Mean exchange field (J∗) 0.09 0.09 -0.09
Slater integrals (F 2dd,F
4
dd) 7.68,4.77 7.67, 5.13 7.67, 5.13
TABLE I. Main parameters used for the Fe 2p3d RIXS clus-
ter calculations. The distortion parameters Ds and Dσ were
applied to investigate the effect of tetragonal and triginal dis-
tortion at the Fe2+ sites respectively. The subscripts used for
the Fe ions refer to the A and B sites.
IV. SITE SELECTIVE SPIN-FLIP
EXCITATIONS
To identify the magnetic spectral features of the three
Fe ions in Fe3O4, Fe L2,3 XMCD measurements were per-
formed (Fig. 2a). The results agree well with previous
measurements30–32,34–36 and confirm the good stoichiom-
etry and surface quality of the sample22. We identify
three main XMCD features that we will focus on further
in this paper: I at 706.1 eV, II at 708.8 eV and III at
709.1 eV (see Fig. 2a). Based on the XMCD calcula-
tions, tuning the incident energy to EII maximizes the
magnetic signal of the Fe3+ Td sites, while at EIII the
signal of Fe3+ Oh sites is maximized.
RIXS measurements at EII (EIII) are presented in
Fig. 2b (c). The lowest energy loss feature observed for
both incident energies is centered at 90 meV. A strong
RIXS-MCD signal is observed for both cuts emphasizing
the magnetic nature of the feature. Most importantly,
the RIXS-MCD signal reverses sign from EII to EIII .
The origin of the sign reversal can be understood by a
close inspection of the RIXS process. The RIXS cross-
section can be expressed as a sum of fundamental spectral
functions multiplied with a geometry tensor involving the
polarization of the incident and scattered photons37. The
fundamental spectra can be grouped according to their
symmetry into an isotropic contribution (σ(0)), an MCD
active contribution (σ(1)) and an MLD active contribu-
tion (σ(2))38. Consequently, the 2p3d RIXS-MCD cross-
section is controlled by the XMCD spectral function and
the sign reversal stems from the incident energy site se-
lectivity. Hence, by measuring Fe 2p3d RIXS at incident
energies II and III we can probe selectively the exchange
interaction of the FeA and FeB sublattices in Fe3O4.
Theoretical calculations based on the single site impu-
rity model with an effective exchange field J∗ =90 meV
reproduces the experimental data well (Fig. 2b and c).
The 90 meV peak can be assigned to a spin-flip excita-
tion enabled by the core-hole spin-orbit coupling in the
intermediate state38,39. At EII , a single spin-flip excita-
tion (〈∆Sz〉 = 1~) at tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ sites
occurs (see Fig. 2d) while at EIII it corresponds to a
single spin-flip excitation (〈∆Sz〉 = −1~) at octahedrally
coordinated Fe3+ sites (see Fig. 2e). Our measurements
show a shoulder corresponding to a double spin-flip ex-
citation (〈∆Sz〉 = 2~ as shown in the Supplementary22)
however we do not observe triple or higher excitations as
the intensity of these peaks becomes significantly low and
they are expected to be very broad band like excitations
due to multiple possibilities to propagate the transferred
momentum38,40.
To gain insight into the second rank tensor (σ(2)) hold-
ing information about site anisotropy, we measured 2p3d
RIXS-MLD. The RIXS magnetic linear angular depen-
dence was measured by rotating the incident polariza-
tion (̂in) with respect to the crystallographic direction
and the external magnetic field. We initially measured
the RIXS-MLD signal with the magnetic field parallel
to kˆin (i.e. in the MCD configuration) as a reference
measurement. In this case, the angle between ̂in and
the magnetic moments does not change as a function of
rotation and hence almost no angular dependence is ex-
pected for the spin-flip excitation as confirmed by our
measurements and calculations (Fig. 3). Only the elastic
peak exhibits angular dependence due to the zero’s order
elastic scattering cross-section. In contrast, a strong an-
gular dependence is observed when we place the external
magnetic field out of the scattering plane (the magnetic
linear dichroism configuration) as shown in Fig. 4. Here
the angle between ̂in and the magnetic moment changes
as a function of rotation leading to a strong angular de-
pendence.
We investigated the coupling of the spin and orbital
degrees of freedom at the Fe sites of Fe3O4 by displac-
ing the external magnetic field 30◦ from the high sym-
metry [010] direction. Orienting the external magnetic
field in a low symmetry direction aligns the net spin mo-
ment parallel to field. If the orbital moments are not
fully quenched, they consequently also re-align towards
the low symmetry direction. The final orientation of the
net magnetic moment depends on the strength of the
competing interactions such as spin-orbit coupling and
distortion. Hence the phase shift of the maximum in-
4FIG. 2. (a) Fe L3 XMCD signal in Fe3O4. The contribu-
tions of the three Fe ions to the XMCD signal are shown in
filled colors. The experimental Fe 2p3d RIXS cuts at EII =
708.8 eV and at EIII = 709.1 eV measured with right (R)
and left (L) polarized X-rays are presented in panels (b) and
(c) respectively. The Fe3O4 RIXS simulations at the two in-
cident energies are shown vertically displaced with respect to
the experiment in solid lines. (d) RIXS-MCD signal at EII .
(e) RIXS-MCD signal at EIII for the FeB sublattice. The
charge density plots for the ground state and the first excited
state are presented in the figures d and e. The intensity of
the blue (red) color is proportional to the spin down (up)
expectation value.
tensity of the spin-flip excitation can be used to quan-
tify magnetic-moment-induced distortion of the electron
cloud. Based on this concept, we explored the possibil-
ity of the presence of orbital moments at the FeA sites.
Nominal tetrahedrally coordinated Fe3+ sites have no or-
bital moment (3d5 ion), however it has been reported
that a strong non-vanishing orbital moment is present
at the FeA sites due to major charge transfer from the
neighbouring oxygen41. Our measurements show that the
maximum of the RIXS magnetic angular dependence is
at ∼ 120◦. This angle corresponds purely to the sample
displacement (90◦+30◦) and no evidence of orbital mo-
ment induced shifts are found. The angular dependence
follows that expected for lz ≈ 0 case as can be seen by
comparing the experiment to the calculations in Fig. 4c.
We remark that our spin-flip assignment is also con-
sistent with inelastic neutron scattering measurements
which show two spin wave modes (∆5 and ∆
′
2) at ∼
80 meV that nearly do not disperse42. These modes were
predicted to propagate solely on the FeB sublattice in
FIG. 3. Fe 2p3d RIXS magnetic linear angular dependent re-
sults at EII =708.8 eV measured with the external magnetic
field parallel to the incident wave vector (kˆin). (a) Experi-
mental RIXS cuts measured as a function of the rotation angle
of the incident polarization vector (̂in). The angle is defined
from the vertical direction labeled V. (b) Calculations of the
Fe 2p3d RIXS magnetic linear angular dependence at EII in
Fe3O4. A sketch of the setup in the configuration referred to
as MCD in the text is shown in the upper right corner.
FIG. 4. Fe 2p3d RIXS magnetic linear angular dependent re-
sults at EII =708.8 eV measured in the MLD configuration.
(a) Sketch of the setup in the configuration referred to as MLD
in the text. (b) Experimental RIXS data measured as a func-
tion of the rotation angle of the incident polarization vector
(̂in). The angle is defined from the vertical direction labeled
V. The data is presented in a polar contour plot where the
radial axis gives the energy loss and the polar angle gives the
angle between ̂in and the vertical direction. (c) Calculations
of the Fe 2p3d RIXS magnetic linear angular dependence at
EII in Fe3O4. The maximum intensity of the spin-flip feature
is marked with a red star for a visual guide.
agreement with our site selectivity at EIII . Another
mode was observed at ∼ 125 meV which propagates on
the FeA sublattice and also has a very weak dispersion.
We expect to probe this mode by tuning our incident en-
ergy to II, however our current experimental resolution is
not enough to establish the displacement of the peak with
535 meV. Nevertheless, the reversal of the RIXS-MCD sig-
nal is a strong proof of probing the FeA sublattice and
confirms the site and magnetic selectivity of our experi-
ment. The weak dispersion of the two modes is too small
to be identified with current state of the art 2p3d RIXS
instrumental resolution but it is foreseen that with future
developments this could be probed like the progress seen
in the case of nickelates20,39,40,43. Although phononic
excitations were also reported at ∼ 83 meV7, the strong
magnetic circular and linear dichrosim observed together
with the excellent agreement of the experimental data
with simulations makes it an unlikely assignment. In ad-
dition, O K edge RIXS measurements showed 70 meV
excitation that is related to phonons suggesting that the
90 meV is mainly magnetic in origin15.
V. SITE SELECTIVE SPIN-ORBITAL
EXCITATIONS
In the following section we focus on the RIXS-MLD
signal at EI where we are sensitive to the nominal
Fe2+ sites. A broad low energy loss peak is observed
at 200 meV (Fig. 5b) which cannot be interpreted as
a pure magnetic excitation (a double-spin excitation
propagating on the FeB sublattice) as illustrated by
our calculations. The low energy feature can be best
interpreted as a dd excitation. In a pure octahedral
coordination, the weak spin-orbit (66.5 meV) and ex-
change (90 meV) interaction cannot split the 15 fold
5T2g ground state enough to produce a pronounced peak
centered at 200 meV (Fig. 5c). A symmetry reduction of
the Fe2+ sites is necessary to reproduce the experimental
spectra. We emphasize that such weak distortions does
not significantly modify the XAS and XMCD spectral
shape and hence can only be effectively studied with
RIXS measurements (The effect of distortion on the
XMCD calculations is presented in the Supplementary
Materials22).
A plausible scenario for such a symmetry lowering at
the Fe2+ sites is the presence of fluctuating trimeron
correlations inherited from the low temperature phase
that induces dynamical local tetragonal distortion above
TV . This tetragonal compressive distortion is reported to
be along the < 100 > axes of the high temperature cubic
phase in a 5:5:6 ratio giving rise to a small anisotropy
along the ĉ axis11. Fig. 5d shows the calculated RIXS
angular dependence for this trimeron-type distortion.
We note that the horizontal polarization result agrees
well with the experiment, however, the full angular
evolution is inconsistent with the trimeron scenario.
This partial agreement explains the assignment of the
200 meV feature to tetragonal distortion in previous
work based on the results of horizontal polarization
measurements15 and highlights the importance of de-
tailed magnetic angular dependence measurements.
Another candidate for the symmetry lowering is the
trigonal distortion at the Fe2+ sites along the < 111 >
axes of the high temperature cubic phase. Simulations
using trigonal distortion capture the angular evolution
of the RIXS cross-section well as illustrated in Fig.
5e. A minor discrepancy between the calculated and
experimental elastic line intensity can be seen which
we attribute to self-absorption. Self-absorption of
the emitted X-rays dominates at zero energy loss in
particular when the incident energy is tuned at the
pre-edge. This leads to the decrease of the elastic
intensity with respect to the simulations. The details
of the ground state determination are presented in the
Supplementary22. Our current interpretation of the
distortion is in agreement with results reported from
Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy28 and diffraction anomalous
fine structure44.
In view of the diverging interpretations of the Verwey
transition16,17, we address hereafter the implication
of our finding in relation to the electron transport
mechanism in Fe3O4. The type of distortion at the
nominal Fe2+ sites is a crucial piece of information that
can establish a specific conduction mechanism. Evidence
of dynamical local tetragonal distortion at the Fe2+ sites
in the high temperature phase would confirm, beyond
any doubts, the high temperature polaron transport
mechanism (i.e. thermally activated hopping of local-
ized electrons). Previous Fe 2p3d RIXS measurements
reported that the Fe2+ sites are tetragonally distorted
and interpreted this as evidence of dynamical trimeron
magnetic-polaronic correlations in the high temperature
phase15. Our refined experiment differs with this
finding based on the detailed angular dependence and
establishes that the feature at ∼ 200 meV is a result of
trigonal distortion. This trigonal distortion is consistent
with the point-group symmetry of the Fe B-sites and the
magnitude of the distortion we find (Dσ = 67 meV) is in
agreement with the static crystal-field splitting we find
from DFT calculations. However, we do not completely
dismiss the role of high temperature polaronic correla-
tions as the distortion magnitude lies well within the
phonon energies of Fe3O4 as discussed by Haupricht et.
al. in the case of Fe2+ impurities in MgO thin films45.
Our results proof that such correlations, if existing, do
not induce tetragonal distortion along the cube axes
but rather trigonal distortion along the cube diagonals.
This type of dynamical correlations have been also
supported by neutron diffuse scattering46, X-ray diffuse
scattering13 and some theoretical models47,48. We expect
that performing RIXS-MLD angular dependence at the
low temperature phase on detwinned micro-crystals11
or thin films49 in search for a symmetry change from
trigonal to tetragonal distortion at the Verwey transition
would provide deep insights in the complex physics of
Fe3O4.
6FIG. 5. Fe 2p3d RIXS magnetic linear angular dependent re-
sults at EI=706.1 eV. (a) Sketch of the experimental MLD-
configuration setup and the three local sites symmetries for
the simulations presented in c, d and e respectively. (b) Ex-
perimental RIXS angular dependence measured as a function
of the angle of the incident polarizaton vector (̂in) in the
MLD configuration. The angle is defined from the vertical di-
rection labeled V. Calculations of the Fe 2p3d RIXS angular
dependence in Fe3O4 with nominal Fe
2+ in: (c) Oh symme-
try, (d) tetragonal symmetry according to that reported by
Senn et. al.11 and (e) in trigonal symmetry.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we studied low-energy spin and spin-
orbital excitations associated with the different Fe sites
in Fe3O4 using a combination of RIXS-MCD and RIXS-
MLD measurements at the Fe L3 edge. The magnetic
discrimination emphasized by MCD offers a powerful way
to distinguish magnetic excitations from other low-energy
excitations (such as vibrational and orbital excitations).
This technique was exploited on Fe3O4 to disentangle
spin-flip excitations at the FeA and FeB sublattices. Our
study demonstrates the capabilities of RIXS magnetic
dichroism to determine site-selectively the exchange in-
teraction in strongly correlated systems such as multi-
ferroic systems, frustrated magnets and superconductors
where identifying magnetic and lattice excitations is a
crucial aspect. In particular, our methodology offers a
possibility to thoroughly investigate spin excitations in
thin films and multilayers that cannot be studied with
conventional techniques as neutron scattering. In con-
trary to previous reports, we showed through detailed an-
gular dependent RIXS measurements that the local sym-
metry of the nominal Fe2+ sites is trigonally distorted.
This finding proves that more complex correlations than
the reported low temperature trimerons can be present
in the high temperature phase.
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